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Principal Schatz leaving GFC, taking over at new Fargo High School
graduated from this school. I will miss the
teachers and administrators that I have
worked with for many years and I will miss
the students. We have excellent students at
Central High School.”
It will be a difficult goodbye not only
for Schatz, but also for the students and
staff that have come to know his firm, but
friendly and fair ways.
“The hardest part about leaving is the
change - doing something totally different
than what I have done for the past 15 years.
I look forward to the many challenges
associated with opening a new high
school,” he said.
“Living in Fargo and working with the
administrators, teachers, and students in the
Fargo School District is something I look
forward to,” Dr. Schatz said. “Central has
been a great place to work. I will leave this
place knowing that I was lucky to have this
experience.”

By Leah Kingsley
Staff Writer
After twenty-one years of working in the
Grand Forks School District and eleven
years of being Central’s principal, Dr. Jeff
Schatz is resigning on June 30th of this
year. He will move to Fargo where he will
begin making necessary preparations for
the opening of Davies High School, a brand
new high school that won’t even open its
doors until the fall of 2011.
“The opportunity to build and open a
new school is a once in a lifetime chance.
In addition, I am originally from Fargo, and
this is an opportunity to return to my
hometown and work in the school district
where I graduated from high school,” said
Dr. Schatz.
Although Davies High School does not
open until fall of 2011, he will move down
there now so that he can start building a
staff and make sure that everything goes
smoothly. He begins his new job July 1st of
this year.
When asked what he will miss the most
about Grand Forks and Central, Dr Schatz
said, “The rich tradition and strong family
ties that generation after generation have

Central principal, Dr. Jeff Schatz,
shares some of his last days at
Central with students Justin
Fischer (left) and Nick Curtis.

Steffan, Sidles, and Reamy to deliver graduation speeches
By Mariah Kitchell
Editor
On Thursday the high school food chain
will once again change. The seniors will leave
to become freshman once again, the juniors
will get their first tastes of true seniority, and
the freshmen will finally have their own class
to pick on.
But Wednesday is, for seniors, their last
day of high school forever, hopefully anyway.
Walking down the halls for the last time, with
friends they may soon leave and teachers they
may never see again, taking it all in, some
with a sigh of relief and others with the first
feeling of loss hitting them and many
wondering if they have made an impression to
be remembered. There are a select few
seniors, however, who will get the chance to
leave a lasting impression.
The graduation speakers for the class of
2009, Katie Steffan, Alex Sidels, and Allyson
Reamy, will attempt to leave their class with

something to remember them by, or at least
try not studded or trip up the stairs in front of
their class and the many families and friends
who will gather in the Alerus Center on
Sunday the 24th. If you hated speech class
times, the feeling you got standing up in front
of your class or 25 or so and multiply that by
10 and then you still need to try and count the
families and friends, either way your have
more than 250 sets of eyes staring up at you
and 250 who’s attention you are trying to
hold. So how do you go about doing this,
Steffan, Alex, and Reamy have this all planed
out.
Steffan has been a cheerleader here at
GFC for the past four years, so she has a lot
of experience of performing for a large crowd
and her speech has been influenced by this.
“My speech is based on the words of the
school song. Its important to be because I had
to cheer the words all four year in a row and
no matter how many times you say

something, you may never really know how
meaningful it is.”
With her experiences from cheer, Katie has
been to more pep-rallies and school sporting
events than most people and has a lot of
school spirit to share, but her speech isn’t
about those events; she wants to give credit to
the great things GFC has to offer that may
sometimes go unnoticed or unmentioned.
“The teachers, how wonderful and
dedicated they all are.” is something that had
the most impacted on Steffan while she has
been at Central. Hopefully all of you have felt
this, and, if not, don’t worry. You’ll find it in
underneath the mounds of homework and
countless scolding when you fail to finish it.
With two females in the group Alex is the
odd man out. With his experience in the choir
and drama department he should have no
trouble getting up in front of the class and
speaking to them. His speech theme is based
on connections.

“This (connections) has been important to
me due to my being in a military family.
Moving has been a huge part of my life, and,
as such, the connections I have made in GFC
have been countless and appreciated.”
Alex is following in his fathers foot steeps
while he is speaking at graduation as his
father also spoke at his own graduation as
Class President.
“Both of my parents encouraged me
greatly to try out, and I felt this was an
opportunity to express my gratitude to Grand
Forks Central.”
Next year Alex is planning to attend UND,
majoring in Biology or Chemistry, however
he would also like to do something with
music, either as a minor or another major.
“I feel honored to be a part of GFC! Thank
you for making me feel so cool!” -Alex.
With speeches about things with go

Continued on page 7
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Summer’s
Coming

Survey compiled by Lissa Wilcox, Jen
Petell, Matt Burrill, and Jack Rockwell.
Graphics by Alan Ashworth

Senior Profiles

Sarah Shirek
Joel McComsey
Where were you born?
Omaha, Nebraska
What is your favorite place to shop in
Grand Forks?
Best Buy
What is your favorite food?
Peanut butter
Plans after High school?
Go to UND and major in something related to
music, and then I’ll work.
What are your hobbies?
Playing guitar, listening to music, and chillin.
What is your biggest pet peeve?
People that chew with their mouth open,
that’s the only thing I can think of.
Favorite Band?
Blink 182
What types of movies do you like and what
would be your favorite of all?
I like suspense movies and my favorite movie
would be Hero.
Where would you like to travel?
Australia.
Snort half a shaker of pepper or a live bee?
I’d say pepper, cause it’s not alive..

Where and when were you born?
June 3, 1991 in Grand Forks, ND
If you could visit anywhere in the world,
where would it be and why?
Probably Ireland, because it’s freakin
awesome and it’s green. Yeah.
What is your favorite band?
August Burns Red and blessthefall
What are your hobbies?
Sleeping, eating, chilling with friends,
texting, talking on the phone, swimming,
going to the lake and hangin with Joel!
What is your favorite food?
Beef jerky, duh.
What are your plans after high school?
Ah, I’m going to start out at UND majoring in
music education, and then maybe transfer to
UMD after 1-2 years.
What is your dream job?
A singer. That would be so amazing.
If you could meet anyone living or dead
who would it be?
Martin Luther King, Jr
Would you rather have your cell phone
ringtone be a loud air horn or taser?
Airhorn, because you can always put your
phone on silent! (:
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Movie Review -Obsessed
By Kate Sebenaler
Staff Writer
Imagine two working class women getting
down and dirty over an upscale alpha male,
and an apparently incurable case of stalkeritis
that hopelessly baffles everyone, even the
police.
Idris Elba is Derek in Obsessed, the
upwardly mobile formerly flirty corporate
exec with a fondness for dating down as an
office player into temporary temp assistant
flings. Though he's more recently settled down
with one of them, his wife Sharon, played by
Beyoncé Knowles, who, in an odd role
reversal, has now switched it up from playing
somewhat obsessed, outside looking in
extramarital lover Etta James to Adrien
Brody's music mogul Leonard Chess, in
Cadillac Records. “I thought you weren’t
going to hire any female assistants.” an
untrusting Sharon said to him.
Derek has sworn to Sharon, who isn’t
entirely trusting, to stop his flirtations, for
good now, by hiring only male assistants.
When his current underling falls ill, bottle
blonde with boundary issues Lisa (Ali Larter)
shows up to fill in, when not making a far
from subtle play for her much too diplomatic
boss. With Lisa's tendency to not take no for
an answer, she's eventually invading his

Entertainment
McMansion in a pathological pathetic bid to
replace Sharon in his life, despite the involuntary object of desire's utter revulsion at her
every move.
All in all the movie was good. It could have
been a lot better. Beyonce wasn’t that bad in
the film, but she didn’t really have enough
lines or scenes to be considered bad. But she
put people in the theater seats. The movie was
#1 beating out Fighting, The Soloist, and 17
Again. I suggest that everyone sees the movie.
It was pretty entertaining.

Year’s best video games
By Jack Rockwell
Staff writer
In my opinion the best games that are
supposed to be good have yet to come out. I,
and quite a lot of other people out there are
waiting for the new release of Assassins
Creed2. The new wide variety of new
enemies should allow for a bit more fun
combat. The new wider variety of hiding
places and move combos is also a good add in
to the games already extensive game play.
The other game that has yet to be released
is the ever-fun Bioshock2 This game has yet
even more weapons and environments to have
longer more extensive battles against a wider
range of enemies this all I have to say and
know about this game at this point if you
want to know more you may be able to find
more info at Gameinformer.com
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Coming Soon: My Sister’s Keeper
Staff Writer
Keira Kalenze
Most babies are accidents not Anna, Anna played by Abigail Breslin was
conceived as a “harvest child” she was genetically engineered to save her older
sister (Sofia Vassilieva) who was diagnosed with leukemia at the age of two, Anna
gives her sister life again until at sixteen Kate’s kidneys fail and Anna is expected to
give one of hers, she goes to a lawyer Campbell Alexander (Alec Balwin) to sure
her parents for the right to her own body.
This is a story of first loves, family ties, and the inevitable death. My advice is to
bring lots of tissues, because if you’ve read the book you know the ending is a
surprise that will leave you heart broken.
The film stars Cameron Diaz, Abigail Breslin, Alec Baldwin, and Sofia
Vassilieva. It comes out June 26, it’s rated PG-13 for some disturbing images,
language, and brief teen drinking.
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Senior Best Class of 2009

Most Theatrical: Sarah Hysjulien and Joel Braxton

Class Flirt:
Trevor Lennon and Ashleigh Warner

Most Artistic
Haley Uhrich and Andrew Klitz

Best Eyes:
Leah Tunseth and Brody Hutton

Class Clown:
Most Athletic:
Tom Burns and Kari Novotny

Alex Dorner and Lacy Lewandowski

Gossip King and Queen:
Jared Glimsdahl and Melissa Sand
Cutest Couple:
Mindy Zeidlik and Jordan Stenson

Best Dancers:
Jordan Ramberg and Drew Blake

Most Likely To Become Famous:
Josh Halle and Jozy Hansen
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Loudest
Ariel DeSautel and Chris Dub
Most Intellectual: Ken McGurran and Miranda Bushaw
Closest Best Friends:
David Bilyeu and Skyler Gunville

Closest Best Friends:
Kristen Anderson and Hannah Diers

Most Opinionated:
Nikki Johnson and Tanner Spicer

Senior Best
Class Klutz:
Jared Glimsdahl and Kaci Vossekcuil

Best Handshake:
Alex Skavlem and Seth Zygarlicke

The Hidden Genuis:
Joey Denman and
Kelsey Leake (not
pictured--really
hidden)
Most Distinct Laugh:
Christine Fiala

Most Original:
Eric Flint and Jaye Millspaugh

Best Personality:
Chelsi Norenberg and Josh Jenkins
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Senior Best
Class of 2009

Most Musically Talented:
Cody Oss and Hannah Diers

The Couple That Should Have Been
and Closest Best Friends:
Trevor Lennon and Sara Sweeney
Most Optimistic: Alex Sidles and Melissa Sand

Teacher’s Pet: Nate Holmes and Mia Klaus

Best Vehicle: Josh Hall

The Mismatched Couple:
Chris Dub and Jordan Ramberg

Best Smile:
Drew Blake and Tasha Goettle

Most Rebellious:
Katie Kilgore and Justen Johnson

Best Vehicle:Greta Lund
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Celebrity Look-alike
“T-Money” Tayron Jackson
and Snoop Dogg

Most Likely To Succeed:
Ken McGurran and Courtney Bunde

Class of 2009
Best Style/Dress:
Taylor Caulfield and Gina Adams

Most School Spirit:
Sara Sweeney and Will Duquette

Best Hair:
Ossie Dukes and Mindy Zeidlik

Continued from page 1

Most Memorable Teacher:
Ms. Gasparini and Mr. Ringdahl

Senior Best

unnoticed and connections we make, Reamy
has a new theme to bring in, one that will hit
everyone.
“My speech is about individuality and
being your own person. It’s important to me
because, to me, people should never let who
they are be changed by how others want
them to be.”
Always good advice, and something all
of the senior class should try and remember
while they are trying to find their way
around campus, it would be good not lose
yourself as well. However much this speech
is about being your own person. Reamy
thought it would be a good opportunity to
share some experiences she has had here at
Central and things that have impacted her.
“My friends, teacher, and all the people I
have met. They are the ones who have
helped to make me who I am and who I want

Celebrity Look-alike
Chantel Aaker and The Olsen Twins

to be. They are who have encouraged my to
do what I want.”
Next year Reamy plans to attend Montana
Tech in Butte, MT where she will be majoring
in petroleum engineering.
A question was giving to each of these
students and they all had the same answer.
Q. Any advice for the underclassmen?
A. GET INVOLVED!
“Don’t wait until your senior year and
regret not getting involved with things at the
school. Get really involved and stay really
involved.”-Reamy
“Enjoy high school as much as possible!!
Try to be involved with activities and come to
school with an open mind.” -Steffan.
“Get involved! You will regret it if you
don’t. Trust me, sitting around and doing
nothing is much less fun that joining a club or
a sport.”- Sidles.
If you ask any senior, you are sure to get a

similar answer like the ones above. High
school needs a little fun, after all these are
your last years of being a kid.
So this article will end here with teaser
quotes from each person’s speech. There will
be no explanations for those you will have to
go to graduation and hear their entire
speeches.
“Although we can’t all be the exemplary
models- the Ken McGurrans, the Kari
Novotnys, the Seth Zygerlickes, or the
Hannah Diers, we all still have our
strengths.”-Alex.
“Underneath our identical caps and gowns
today we are each whoever we want to be.” Reamy
Lastly Katie’s quote will end this with a
question.
“Seniors, what’s your number?”
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Prom Royality

Fargo half-marathon
unites Central teachers

Back Row: Former Central teacher Aaron Schramm joined current Associate
Principal Kris Arason, and former Central teacher/current Director of
Athletics Todd Olson and teacher Steve Painter. The front row includes
teachers Danica Anderson, Kim Clark and Jim Whalen. Not pictured: Eric
Polries and Kate Johnson
By Jennifer Petell
Staff Writer
Kimberly Clark, Kris Arason, Steve Paintner, Jim Whalen, Kate Johnson, Eric Polries,
and Danica Anderson all have one thing in common: they all recently ran a half-marathon in
Fargo.
“I had an absolute terrific experience. The atmosphere surrounding the half-marathon race
with about 4400 runners was undescribable, and running down the streets of Fargo with
thousands of people cheering you on was a blast.” Whalen said.
The times of the teachers ranged from 2:11:23 (Clark), 1:45:39 (Arason), 1:39:32
(Paintner), 1:52:29 (Whalen), 2:48 (Johnson), 1:43 (Polries) and 2:02:42 (Anderson).
I was a little disappointed because my goal was to make it in under two hours and I was
just over that goal, but I also felt very proud of myself in finishing at all!! Thirteen miles is
a long way to run and there were points in the race where I just wanted to quit, but it was
definitely “Mind Over Miles” just like the motto this year.
Would they run it again? “Too early to tell, my muscles are a little soar, but I think I could
be talked into it. When I really think about it, I'm not sure I understand why people want to
“run for 2 hours”?” Clark said.
“Never say "never", especially to something that can improve the quality of your life.
After I decided to run, my mom who is 56-years old took up running and ran the half
marathon with me! And now my dad, who is almost 60 is considering running the 5K.”
Johnson said.
The training differed from teacher to teacher for the run. Arason trained well during the
months before the marathon.
“During the winter months, I use the treadmill and when the streets start to clear in the
spring I run outside. The mileage ranges from 14 to 25 miles a week.” he said.
“I started up during the middle of April and the week of the half marathon I only ran twice
due to an ankle sprain. It was certainly much less than I did when I ran my full marathons (I
have done two of those).” Polries said of his training.
Although the teachers are sore from the grooling expierence, they all would think about
doing it again.
“Anyone can do it. Just run and walk your pace.” Paintner said.
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From Left: Prince
Brady Johnson,
Princess Kelsey
Yandura, Queen
Courtney Bunde,
and King Alex
Skavlem

